Inspired by the
Highest Mountain
in Europe, this Wild
Instant Camera Comes
with an Avalanche of
Creative Features

A Gorgeous Leather Design
Inspired by Europe’s Highest
Mountain
Reach the peak of instant creativity with
the new Lomo’Instant Automat Elbrus, a
glass-lensed memory maker packed with
fantastic features. Clad in textured brown
leather and accented with a bold red
ring, it’s everything you need to let your
imagination roam free. Abseil into a world
of instant inspiration — pick up yours
from the Lomography Online Shop or
Gallery Stores worldwide for just 199 USD.

A Wide-Angle Glass Lens to Take
Your Instants to New Heights

Packed with a Mountain of
Creative Features

The Lomo’Instant Automat Glass is the
first instant camera to rock a multi-coated,
38 mm glass lens, meaning that each and
every instant shot will be bursting with
detail. It automatically adjusts aperture,
shutter speed and flash output for
impeccably lit instant shots, and works
with a lowest aperture of f/4.5 to soak up
stunning natural light. Whether you’re
standing at the summit or just starting
your climb, this clever camera takes care
of the technical side for you so that you
can let loose and explore.

The Lomo’Instant Automat Elbrus is
built for free spirits. Chase the sunrise
with long exposures, layer up landscapes
with multiple exposures, and tint the
your world a whole new hue with color
gel flash filters. Shoot spectacular group
shots with the lens cap that doubles as
a remote control shutter release. Screw
on a splitzer to turn your composition
into a kaleidoscope of vistas, and soak up
every detail of this beautiful planet with a
close-up lens attachment. Leave no stone
unturned and no story untold — reach the
pinnacle of instant creativity, and watch
your masterpieces develop in your hands
just seconds later.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Film format: Fujifilm Instax Mini film
Exposure area: 62 mm × 46 mm
Lens focal length: 38 mm (21 mm equivalent)
Auto exposure type: Programmed Automatic
Aperture: f/4.5, f/22
Shutter speed: 1/250 (Auto Shooting Mode) - Bulb 8s (maximum 30 seconds)
Exposure compensation: +1/-1 Exposure Values (Ambient Exposure)
Film ejection mechanism: Motorized
Multiple exposures: Unlimited
Built-in flash guide number: 9 (m)
Built-in flash: automatic flash; flash off mode
Closest focusing distance: 0.3m
Zone focusing setting: 0.3 m / 0.6 m / 1 m - infinity
Tripod mount: yes
Remote control transmission: infrared with 2 sensors (one at the front, one at the back)
Film counter: LED indication, counting down
Battery supply: 2× CR2 batteries (6V) - not included
Remote control battery supply: 1× CR1632 batteries (3V) - not included
Filter thread diameter: 43 mm
Additional lens attachments: close-up, splitzer

WHAT THE HELL IS LOMOGRAPHY?

WHO THE HELL ARE LOMOGRAPHERS?

Established in 1992 by a group of footloose Viennese students, the
Lomographic Society International is photography’s wild child.
Fuelled by fiery passion and burning curiosity, we blasted off our
free-spirited movement when we stumbled across the Lomo LC-A
— the most popular Russian camera of the 1980s, now famed
for its quirky aesthetic. We wasted no time at all and created our
Ten Golden Rules (lomography.com/about/the-ten-golden-rules),
and we’ve dutifully followed them ever since. Today — with over
1 million creative members — Lomography is a license to let loose;
an invitation to ignite your inspiration, and a platform to catapult
your shots around the globe. Whether you’re a complete novice or
a seasoned pro, we believe that you harness the power to create
something incredible. From crazy color-shifting film to bespoke
Art Lenses, innovative instants to classic analogue cameras we’re
dedicated to designing and producing all the photographic tools
you need.

Lomographers are anyone and everyone with a passion for
photography, and a hunger for pushing the boundaries. Keen
to leave no memory uncaptured, no story untold and no film
unexposed, the Lomography community have uploaded over
15 million photos over the last 20 years (lomography.com/photos)
— the largest online archive of analogue and experimental
photography in the world. Lomographers use innovative
photography tools to stretch their imagination, learn new
tricks at workshops, enter their favorite shots into Lomography
competitions, and read photography interviews and creative
tips in the Lomography magazine. They dance like there’s no
tomorrow at parties, and attend countless exhibitions hosted in
Lomography Gallery Stores worldwide. Their thirst to travel,
experiment, make mistakes, share and experience LIFE in
all its beautiful, bizarre and bewildering glory is what keeps
Lomographers restless on this little planet we call Earth.

